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Community Form

Introduction

The community form section addresses the character of the
built environment in Downtown by setting forth a framework of
goals and policies that reinforce the overall vision. The goals and
policies address improvements to the public realm as well as
new private development. A detailed set of land use regulations,
development standards and design guidelines (Downtown
Code, a companion document) addresses specific details such
as built form, private open spaces, landscaping and materials.
Because the physical environment is such a visible indicator of
its economic health and revitalization efforts, improvements
can play a major role in influencing public perception of
Downtown.

5.2

Examples of fencing and tree grates used in
Historic Old Town

Identity

Establishing a formalized identity was one of the major concepts
of the overall vision for the Downtown. Within the qualifying
principles for the vision, the community’s desire was to reinforce
the uniqueness of the area through consistent elements
integrated into the community form. The following provides
topics and policies that highlight the elements in Downtown
that are important to the enhancement of Downtown’s unique
identity.
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CF Goal 5.2: Design new development to be
integrated, connected and creating a sense of place
within the Downtown.

Sawtell Store on Pacific Street

Downtown Roseville has an underlying structure that contains
numerous assets, which can be built upon and enhanced.
Building on these existing assets will enhance Downtown’s
identity. Its location next to Dry Creek, Royer and Saugstad Parks
and the railroad make Roseville’s Downtown unique. While it is
important to preserve historic buildings, it is equally important
to create relationships between buildings across time, including
those built in the present.
Policy 5.2.1: Where practicable, preserve and
protect existing historical resources through the
reuse of historic or significant buildings within the
Downtown.
Downtown Roseville has a number of buildings that are listed
as significant local landmarks. The Historic Old Town, as well as
the Haman House, has been included on the State of California
register. A historic resource study and architectural inventory
has been conducted by EDAW Incorporated as part of the
Environmental Impact Report. The study (refer to Appendix H;
Historic Resource Survey in the Environmental Impact Report)
has identified several buildings that have the potential to
either be individually significant or to contribute to the overall
historical framework of the Downtown.

Haman House

In some instances the re-use of these buildings may not be
practicable due to the costs for re-habilitation. The City has
recently instituted the “Significant Building Ordinance” (Chapter
19; Title 19.61 Roseville Municipal Code) in order to address
this type of circumstance. This ordinance requires that prior to
building demolition, a viable development plan be approved
by the City.
Strategy 5.2.1a: Use the list of potential historic
buildings and resources identified in Appendix H
as a guide for Downtown historic preservation
and assess potential historic resource impacts per
California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines
when reviewing individual projects.

Roseville Opera House

As part of the Environmental Impact Report for the Specific Plan,
an Archeological Resource Service (ARS) and an Architectural
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Inventory (AI) was completed by EDAW Incorporated. The
inventory presents potentially significant buildings, individually
and as contributors to a district. When future development
projects are proposed, these documents will allow for a more
streamlined determination of the significance of the historical
resource and the determination as to the reuse of the building.
Strategy 5.2.1b: Implement an on-going review of
the significant buildings within the Downtown.
The City should utilize the existing significant building list within
the Downtown as a starting point. Since buildings of 45 years of
age or older are the starting point for the State of California’s
requirement for a building to be considered a historical resource,
the City should implement a review of the significant buildings
within the Downtown on an on-going basis. This review should
be conducted every 5 years. The purpose will be to identify
resources that would potentially be considered “significant” on
both a local and state level.
Strategy 5.2.1c: Continue to offer the incentives
through the Redevelopment Agency’s façade
improvement and commercial loan programs, to
help offset the costs of building rehabilitation.
The City’s Redevelopment Agency currently offers funding
to assist property owners in making improvements to their
existing buildings. This has been accomplished through a façade
improvement program and a commercial loan program. This
investment has resulted in 25 buildings already going through
renovations. This has been a successful implementation tool
to encourage reuse of buildings in Downtown and should be
continued through the duration of the Plan (20 years).
Policy 5.2.2: Ensure that new buildings respond to
the historic design elements of Downtown, without
becoming overly stylized or sentimental.
While it is important to restore and revitalize the existing stock
of historic buildings, it is equally important to ensure that new
buildings do not degrade the architectural style with poor
copies. The focus should be on respecting the scale and building
heights of the existing buildings with architectural designs that
are more contemporary for the new buildings as outlined and
illustrated further in the Downtown Code.
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5.3

Connectivity
Improvements
“Build the Bridges”
• Pedestrian bridge
from Vernon Street
to Royer Park
• Pedestrian bridge
from Historic Old
Town to Vernon
Street area
• Improve
Washington Blvd.
Undercrossing to
accommodate
bicycles
• Replace and upgrade the library
bridge
• Relocate the
Icehouse bridge

Connectivity

Currently, the Specific Plan area functions as three separate
geographic areas (Historic Old Town area, Vernon Street area
and Royer/Saugstad Parks). This separation is due to two main
physical barriers, the railyard and Dry Creek. Through the
Visioning and Steering Committee process the community
has continually expressed a desire to connect these areas
through a variety of means. Although vehicular connections
exist, the community’s vision was to enhance the pedestrian
and bicycle connections to provide an alternative to utilizing
a car. This element of connectivity is a key concept in creating
the community form for the Downtown and is expressed in the
goals, policies and strategies of this component of the Specific
Plan.
CF Goal 5.3: Create better pedestrian and bicycle
connectivity between Historic Old Town area,
Vernon Street area and Royer/Saugstad Parks.
By creating better pedestrian and bicycle linkages between the
distinct plan areas, Downtown will become a unique urbanized
area within the community. Entertainment, shopping, civic
facilities and recreational amenities will all be in close proximity
to housing. Providing pedestrian and bicycle connections
will allow existing and future residents to enjoy an area that
promotes the pedestrian and alternative modes of transit over
the automobile.
Policy 5.3: Construct physical improvements
that better facilitate pedestrian and bicycle
connectivity between Historic Old Town area,
Vernon Street area and Royer/Saugstad Parks.
To promote a pedestrian environment and bicycle travel,
the plan has several key physical improvements that are
being proposed. The following outlines the essential physical
improvements that are being proposed as part of the plan to
promote connectivity.
Strategy 5.3.2a: Royer/Saugstad Park Area to the
Vernon Street Area – Build the Bridges.
A new pedestrian bridge is being proposed to cross over Dry
Creek. This improvement would provide a key link from the
active play area of Royer Park directly to the proposed Town
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Square on Vernon Street. A mid-block pedestrian crossing on
Oak Street would also be necessary to provide the pedestrian
with a direct path from the park to the square. (Figure 5.1)
Two other improvements are proposed as part of the overall
park plan that promotes further connections to the Vernon
Street planning area. These consist of the replacement and
upgrade of the existing Library Bridge and relocation of the
existing Icehouse Bridge. The replacement of the Library Bridge
with a new structure will help to promote activity from the
park crossing over into the southern end of the Vernon Street
planning area. Relocation of the Icehouse Bridge will facilitate
a better, more direct alignment with the existing bike trail in
the park and the future connection to the Harding to Royer trail
facility. (Figure 5.2)
Strategy 5.3.2b: Vernon Street Area to Historic Old
Town – Undercrossing and Overcrossing.
Bicycle and pedestrian access between Historic Old Town and
Vernon Street is currently restricted to the Washington Boulevard
undercrossing. The Washington Boulevard undercrossing,
which was built over 50 years ago, includes a 4-lane section
of Washington Boulevard and a separated 7’ wide elevated
walkway on one side of the roadway. Enhancing the linkages
between Historic Old Town and Vernon Street is a part of the
original revitalization strategy for this area.
In the past, bicyclists were not permitted to ride their bikes on the
roadway section of the Washington Boulevard undercrossing,
This prohibition was recently lifted, but the vast majority of
bicyclists are not comfortable sharing this section of road due
to the width of the pavement section. As a result, nearly all
bicyclists using this corridor will choose to use the elevated
walkway.
The City recently upgraded the elevated walkway with tile
on the walls, better lighting and the addition of architectural
embellishments. These additions have improved the overall
aesthetic of the pedestrian walkway. However, even with these
improvements, the walkway is too narrow for pedestrians and
bicyclists to share safely and comfortably. As a result, bicyclists
are still required to walk their bikes through the pedestrian
walkway.
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To promote a better bicycle connection between the two areas,
and ultimately the bike trail system, the Plan recommends
widening the path in the undercrossing (Figure 5.3). By adding
additional width, the path will allow both pedestrian and
bicycle traffic.

Figure 5.3

Cross-section of underpass improvements

EVARD UNDERPASS

Another recommended improvement is the construction of a
pedestrian overcrossing linking Historic Old Town to Vernon
Street. The community has consistently expressed a desire
to construct this connection. In order to not preclude this
improvement, the City owned properties that are on either
side of the railroad tracks should be designed to allow access
to the structured parking areas. This will allow for the use of
the elevator and stairwell systems that are integrated into the
structures, creating a dual use and a reduction in cost. The
construction of this improvement would be dependent on
grant funding or other outside resource being secured in the
future.

N.T.S.



Construction of the Washington Underpass was completed in 1939
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5.4

Public Spaces

CF Goal 5.4: Revitalize and enhance the public
space for pedestrian comfort.
Improving the public space to encourage a better pedestrian
environment should be a primary goal in Downtown. The existing
street grid and the small block sizes are of a pedestrian scale.
Streetscape design enhancements will reduce the visual scale,
slow traffic and create a more balanced and safer pedestrian
environment. Infill development of the under utilized parcels in
the plan will also help to promote the pedestrian environment.
Development of these sites will eliminate the “holes” in the
street wall and bolster the urban fabric in the Downtown.

Recent renovations along Lincoln Street
revitalize this public space

Policy 5.4.1: Ensure that streets in Downtown are
designed to provide a balance between the needs of
pedestrians and traffic flow.
Streets in the Downtown provide a comfortable space for
people to walk from one location to another while allowing
traffic to flow through. These streets, where possible, have
been designed to be “pedestrian scaled”, with wide sidewalks
and the inclusion of appropriately scaled furniture, interesting
storefronts and building facades that line the streets.
Strategy 5.4.1a: Incorporate midblock crossing
and bulbouts where appropriate.
Intersections and streets in Downtown should include bulbouts
to provide safe pedestrian connections across streets. Bulbouts
or curb extensions extend the sidewalk or curb line into the
street, reducing the street pavement width. Bulbouts calm
traffic speeds and improve pedestrian crossings while providing
a location for landscaping and public amenities. They shorten
crossing distances and reduce the time pedestrians are exposed
to traffic. They also improve visibility for pedestrians and
motorists.

Historic Old Town District street improvements

In addition, midblock crossings should be incorporated where
appropriate to provide direct connections to paseos and other
pedestrian accessways.
Existing Vernon street pedestrian environment

Downtown Specific Plan
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Policy 5.4.2: Ensure a visually attractive, cohesive
and safe pedestrian environment with streetscape
improvements.
An improved streetscape provides a better relationship
between the privately held property and the public realm. The
treatment of the street frontages will control whether an area
is pedestrian friendly or not. Enhancing the design of the street
provides opportunities for access to businesses and commerce,
public gatherings, easy pedestrian movement and interaction
among the community. The following measures are contained
within the Plan to execute this policy:
•

Sections of Oak and South Grant Streets have been
narrowed to promote pedestrian activities;

•

Sidewalk widths have been increased along Washington
Boulevard and Douglas Boulevard;

•

Development standards promoting tree plantings for
all Downtown streets have been developed; and

•

Design Guidelines have been incorporated that provide
requirements for appropriate street furnishings, lighting
and landscaping.

Street improvements such as mid-block crossings help to create a pedestrian environment
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5.5

Place-Makers

CF Goal 5.5: Create a strong sense of place
through physical improvements.
Place-makers are a combination of items such as; gateway
elements, art, signage, building design, public improvements
and streetscape enhancements that help to identify the
Downtown as a unique place. They announce that a person
has arrived to the area and when they are leaving. They also
provide opportunities for expression of the unique identity that
Downtown has from other areas within the community.
Policy 5.5.1: Establish markers at key entry areas
to the Downtown.
As part of past streetscape efforts along Vernon Street and in
the Historic Downtown, the City has already developed some
key entry features. As part of future efforts, the City should
install additional entry elements announcing the Downtown at
the following locations:
•

Douglas Boulevard and Park Drive; and

•

Lincoln Street and Washington Boulevard.

•
•
•

These features could consist of structural improvements such as
signage, lighting or monument structure, or be as simple as an
upgraded landscape feature.

Downtown Specific Plan

Place-Makers are:
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•
•

Art
Signage
Streetscape
Building Design
Gateway Elements
Public Improvements
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Strategy 5.5.1a: New buildings that are constructed
adjacent to or on sites that are entries to the
Downtown are required to be designed with an
architectural expression that reinforces the special
characteristics of the site.
Buildings located at the entrance to Downtown can serve as
markers that announce one’s arrival at a destination. Buildings at
such locations should incorporate special architectural features
such as vertical towers, archways, spires or other distinct forms.
Strategy 5.5.1b: Establish and maintain a
comprehensive program to encourage public art
Downtown.

Civic Center fountain

In order to enhance a “sense of place” the City should implement
an art in public places program. This program will provide
established locations in which artists can display their pieces.
The program will outline all requirements such as selection, term
and maintenance responsibilities to ensure that it is ongoing and
successful. The Specific Plan will also encourage the placement
of art as part of private development projects by providing
development incentives based on the expense associated
with the artwork. (refer to the Downtown Code “Development
Incentives”)

Examples of public art
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Strategy 5.5.1c: Incorporate creative and distinct
signage as part of the Downtown. Promote funding
programs that help to assist in replacement or rehabilitation of existing signage.
Signage can help to identify and provide a specific character
for a place. The signage for each district of the Downtown
needs to reflect the unique character and sense of place that
is being promoted for that area. As part of the “Downtown
Code”, the individual sign criteria for each of the plan districts
has been developed. The City of Roseville can further promote
the character that it is trying to achieve in these districts
by implementing a funding assistance program for the
development and replacement of signs within the Downtown.

Existing business signs reflecting the goal of
creating distinct signage

Strategy 5.5.1d: Identify catalyst building sites
within the Specific Plan area and develop “Predesign” concepts.
In order to accelerate the revitalization of the Downtown, the
Specific Plan will promote the implementation of “Pre-design”
projects. The Specific Plan identifies key catalyst sites that
will be positioned for an accelerated development process.
As part of the planning process, the City has identified six (6)
catalyst sites throughout the Plan area. These sites are a mix of
both public and private ownership. As part of the Specific Plan
process, the City in conjunction with private property owners,
has developed a set of plans reflecting the type of development
that is envisioned to be supported by the Plan. The level of
planning and environmental analysis that has been performed
will insulate these plans from further entitlement review. These
sites are discussed in further detail as part of Chapter 9, Plan
Administration and the Downtown Code.

Public sign program reinforces character with the
Downtown

Downtown Specific Plan
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5.6

The plan promotes
public and private
open space in the
form of:
•
•
•
•

Small Plazas
Outdoor Seating
Areas
Town Squares
Promenades

Open Spaces

CF Goal 5.6: Encourage and create both public
and private open space opportunities in the
Downtown.
A pedestrian friendly environment and opportunities for
place making activities and public open spaces are a critical
component of the Downtown Plan. In urbanized areas there are
typically amenities that are both public and private that help to
create these open space areas. These amenities can include a
series of small plazas, outdoor seating areas, town squares or
linear open spaces (promenades). They can also be as grand
as a formal Town Square. The following policies and strategies
are being promoted as part of the Downtown Specific Plan to
encourage open space.
Policy 5.6.1: Ensure that additional public open
spaces are developed in the form of public and
private projects.
As developed, the plan proposes several open space amenities

that are to be funded and developed as part of public
improvement projects. The following provides a brief discussion
and outline of these proposed projects:

Concept plan for the Town Square
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•

Town Square: The primary civic space serving
Downtown Roseville will be the addition of
a town square element outside of the Civic
Center. This element is programmed to
provide a venue for public gatherings such as
Downtown Tuesday Night, Farmers Market,
Holiday Tree Lighting and other activities that
will promote place-making activities.

•

Atlantic Street Promenade: A linear parkway
is being promoted adjacent to Atlantic Street
and the railyard. This linear open space
element is envisioned to provide viewing
opportunities into the railyard and a series
of railroad related informational signs and
features.

•

Creek Walk: The Specific Plan envisions the
installation of a creek walk on the west side
of Dry Creek adjacent to future commercial
and residential development. Related to the
creek walk will be the installation of a new
pedestrian bridge connecting Royer Park
with the Town Square.

•

Dry Creek: As part of the Pre-Design
concept for the Dry Creek parcel, there are
several potential plaza and linear open space
components.

•

Historic Old Town: In the Historic Old Town,
the public opportunities are restricted, but will
be promoted through the use of the existing
alleyways. The alleyways can be designed to
provide an enhanced pedestrian experience
allowing for dual access to the businesses
that abut the alleys. A focus feature is the back
alley plaza that is located between Church
Street and Pacific Street. As shown in the
conceptual development plan, (Figure 5.4)
there is an opportunity to expand the public
gathering space at Main, Church and Lincoln
Streets. This could be accomplished as a plaza
located adjacent to the Fire Station Museum,
as part of a future development project.

Downtown Specific Plan

Figure 5.4 conceptual development plan
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•

Washington Boulevard Corridor: At the intersection
of Lincoln Street and Washington Blvd. there is a parcel
that is currently vacant. It is also located at a prominent
entry into the plan area and has a unique triangular
shape. This shape provides the opportunity to construct
a public plaza at the tip of the triangle. This is reflected
as part of the Pre-Design for this property.

Strategy 5.6.1a: Provide development incentives
through decreased parking requirements,
increased floor area ratios or extended building
heights to encourage projects to incorporate
public open spaces or plazas into their designs.
By providing development incentives to private development,
the fabric of the Downtown will have the potential to include
multiple plazas and open spaces. The accompanying Downtown
Code document contains the incentives that are directly related
to achieving this strategy.
Strategy 5.6.1b: Facilitate outdoor dining in
Historic Old Town, Vernon Street, Douglas
Corridor and Dry Creek districts by exempting the
parking requirement.
Outdoor dining facilities enrich the streetscape with activity.
In order to facilitate this type of activity, the Specific Plan is
recommending exempting the parking requirement associated
with outdoor dining. Since the Specific Plan area is a “Pedestrian
District”, this type of activity becomes a desired amenity and an
incentive for restaurant uses.
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5.7

Building Form

CF Goal 5.7: Permit new buildings that are
compatible and improve the pedestrian experience.
While it is important to preserve the historic buildings,
Downtown should also allow for new buildings within its
setting. Buildings should be well designed with a rich material
palette that focuses on adding interest at the street level. New
buildings and additions should not necessarily mimic historic
styles in their entirety.
Policy 5.7.1: Ensure that buildings contribute to
the visual identity of Downtown Roseville.
A “sense of place” is created by buildings that have a consistent
massing, scale and relationship to the street. This is also
improved by incorporating a wide variety of architectural
expressions, materials, colors and details. Buildings that are
designed with fenestration, cornice lines, massing and other
compositional elements that are sympathetic to neighboring
buildings and public spaces help create an active and vibrant
pedestrian environment. The Specific Plan includes Design
Guidelines that ensure that new buildings and additions will
continue to provide a mix of old and new building styles while
helping to provide a unique identity in the Downtown.

Downtown Specific Plan
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Policy 5.7.2 : Ensure that new developments and building additions enhance the pedestrian
environment at the street level.
At the ground level, buildings should incorporate traditional architectural elements that relate to the human
scale. Additionally, amenities within the public realm need to be designed into the buildings that function to
serve the pedestrian. Typical amenities would include bicycle racks, weather protection and art.
“Build-to” lines incorporated into the development standards require new buildings to reinforce the spatial
form and characteristics of the streetscape. The intent of this requirement is to create a defined public realm
that puts the pedestrian in close relationship to the buildings adjacent to the street. To be successful in creating
an interactive and vibrant pedestrian zone, it is critical that the form of the buildings help to define the public
realm.
Strategy 5.7.1a: Require retail building form on streets identified as “Retail Frontage
Streets”.
Within the Downtown there are several streets that require retail form to be constructed. As defined in the
Land Use section (Chapter 4) of the Specific Plan, and within the Development Standards, the following streets
have been identified as “Retail Frontage Streets”. These
Figure 5.5 - Retail frontage streets
streets include Main Street, Church Street, Vernon
Street, Washington Boulevard and Douglas Boulevard
(Figure 5.5). These streets will be required to provide
storefronts that will enliven the public realm with
transparent doors and windows. Spaces are required
to be emphasized with taller floor-to-ceiling height,
weather protection and appropriate signage.
Strategy 5.7.1b: Develop a user friendly
set of design guidelines and development
standards for Downtown.
The development of the Downtown depends on the
interest in the private sector investing in the area. One
of the keys to attracting this investment is to provide
a clear and predictable development environment.
The City of Roseville has a desire to promote this type
of environment and has created a set of guidelines,
standards and revised processes that are specific
to the area. Associated with the Specific Plan is the
“Downtown Code”. This document acts as the
implementing tool for Goal 5.6 and Policies 5.6 and
provides a predictable process.
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